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The Nazareth Summit 2017 is a unique event, taking place for the first time in 
Nazareth, bringing together innovative startup ventures led/co-led by Arab 
founders to meet with top investors and VCs, all of which can potentially 
take the participating ventures to the next level!

The Nazareth Summit 2017 is organized by Tsofen, in partnership with 
N.S.F (Nazareth Startups Founders), USAID and UJIA, and in collaboration 
with Afifi Group, Deloitte, HFN (Herzog Fox & Neeman), Canaan Partners, 
Innodo Ventures, Microsoft Accelerator, LeumiTech, JVP, Startup Stadium, 
MasarUP, NBIC, MobileMonday Nazareth and Bokra Media.
    
As of May 2017, there are over 90 startup ventures led/co-led by Arab 
founders in Israel, and their number is growing continuously. Combined 
together, all startup ventures potentially represent a unicorn economy!

We welcome you at the Nazareth Summit and encourage you to meet the 
passionate young talents and their innovative ventures. Together we will 
create a better future.

Hans Shakur | Director and Producer
The Nazareth Summit 2017
  



Tsofen is a non-profit organization, founded in 2008 by Jewish and Arab high-tech professionals and 
economists who aspired to develop the high-tech sector in the Arab community as an economic lever 
and catalyst for shared society in Israel. In 2016, Tsofen won the Speaker of the Israeli Parliament’s 
Prize for Promoting Mutual Understanding between Jews and Arabs. Tsofen operates in Nazareth 
and Kafr Qasim.
 
Tsofen is rooted simultaneously in the heart of the Arab community and Israel’s high-tech industry. We 
bridge stakeholders from Arab municipalities, Arab students and graduates, the Israeli government, 
and the high-tech industry, to 1) promote the establishment of high-tech hubs in Arab towns, and 2) 
integrate thousands of Arab engineers into high-tech firms.
 
More details: www.tsofen.org
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Sami Saadi and Paz Hirschmann, Co-CEOs of Tsofen:
 "The startup community in Israel has, in recent years, found renewed 
strength from a fresh, ambitious and creative direction. A new source 
of talent, ideas and technologies is gradually joining the Startup Nation, 
making substantial contributions to both Israel’s economy and social 
resilience.

Dozens of Arab entrepreneurs, some in partnership with Jewish  
entrepreneurs, are active in startups in various stages of maturity. 
Tsofen is proud to be part of this emerging scene, helping to build the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem. In addition to our extensive work in Nazareth 
- connecting Arab society and Israeli high-tech - Tsofen also advances 
entrepreneurship in the Triangle region, based in Kafr Qasim where we 
operate a startup accelerator.

At the Nazareth Summit, you will have the opportunity to meet these 
creative and talented entrepreneurs face-to-face. We hope you enjoy the 
summit, and we invite you to continue working with us, to be a pioneer and 
thought leader by investing in this amazing community."

Noga Kap
- Member of the board of Tsofen
- Startup Investor | i3 Equity Partners
 
"On behalf of the Board of Tsofen, we would like to congratulate you, 
entrepreneurs and investors, for joining us at The Nazareth Summit 2017.
 
After 9 years of activities within the High-Tech centers built by Tsofen, we 
believe it’s time to foster and empower young Arab entrepreneurs to build 
their own startups, becoming role models and creating a new ecosystem 
of startups within the Arab community. These young entrepreneurs are 
building startups in different verticals and domains.
 
We are pleased to welcome you to one-of-a-kind event bringing together 
people from the investment community, venture capital firms, as well as 
private investors, multi-national corporates, wannabe entrepreneurs and 
startups that present their ventures."
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Prof. Ziyad Hanna
C o-Chairman of the Public Council For Advancing High-Tech in the Arab 
Society | Vice President of R&D at Cadence Design Systems

“We live in a fast growing and emerging technological life where High-Tech 
has become the main growth engine and strongest source of economic 
a nd social power. The world-wide competition is so aggressive and the 
winners are those companies and countries that can smartly leverage their 
knowledge, top talents and create the new High-Tech opportunities. Israel 
has been one of the leading countries in the High-Tech world, however the 
increasing talent gap and severe shortage in High-Tech employees make 
i t a growing challenge to stay ahead among this aggressive world-wide 
competition. The Arab community in Israel can be the strategic partner and 
valuable contributor to this essential marathon. The Arab community has 
high energetic and gifted entrepreneurs to take a crucial part of it."

David (Dadi) Perlmutter
C o-Chairman of the Public Council For Advancing High-Tech in the Arab 
S ociety | Chairman of the Israel Innovation Institute | Managing Partner 
Eucalyptus Growth Capital

"Israel is and is being perceived as one of the top leaders in the High-Tech 
industry. It is very difficult to reach a leadership position - but it is way harder 
to keep a position and improve on it. A country and society can win if and 
only if it can leverage all talents and energy. It is heartwarming to see the 
A rab engineers and entrepreneurs joining the startup scene with a lot of 
energy, enthusiasm, knowledge and innovation. This will turn into a great 
benefit for the entrepreneurs, Arab society in Israel and to Israel economy."
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Hemonitor

F
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rs Samer Toume, Biomedical Engineer (MSc)

Tom Mayblum, Biomedical Engineer (MSc)

Avinoam Bar-Zion, Biomedical Engineer (PhD)

Elevator Pitch

Elevator Pitch

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Hemonitor develops an autonomous, continuous and non-invasive 
ultrasoundbased system for patient monitoring. Our first product focuses on 
hemodynamic monitoring in patients hospitalized in intensive care units, offering 
a noninvasive and accurate alternative to currently available tools.

Hemonitor is an easy to use, accurate and non-invasive hemodynamic monitor
which will be used to provide lifesaving monitoring to all patients in ICUs. Our
device is a patch based US imaging apparatus capable of hands-free, continuous
ultrasound imaging and blood flow measurements. Our proprietary designed
patch, coupled with advanced machine vision algorithms, automatically detects
and measures key blood flow parameters noninvasively.

Hemonitor device is based on two pending patents. Additionally, we are in a
continuous process of patent portfolio development.

$3-5M during 2017

Website www.hemonitor.co
Email samer@hemonitor.co
Office +972-4-8108218
Mobile +972-54-7615142

Each year over 4 million critically ill patients are admitted to ICUs in the US
alone. Many of these patients are at risk of developing shock conditions, and
require continuous monitoring of their blood flow – a process termed
hemodynamic monitoring.
Early diagnosis and treatment of poor blood flow have been shown to reduce
the effects of shock, by decreasing mortality rates, hospital stays and treatment
costs. However, existing hemodynamic monitors are either invasive, risky and
expensive, or perform indirect measurements and thus considered less reliable
and inaccurate. Due to these issues, most ICU patients are currently not
monitored for vital hemodynamic parameters.
The global hemodynamic monitoring market is estimated at approximately
$1.3B. Our ability to apply autonomous ultrasound imaging continuously for
accurate measurement provides the potential of utilizing it for various clinical
applications for which current operator-dependent imaging is unsuitable.

Hemonitor provides the only accurate and non-invasive solution for continuous
hemodynamic monitoring which is suitable for all ICU patients.

Hemonitor recently joined the MindUP incubator – an OCS incubator backed by
a joint venture of Medtronic, IBM, Pitango and Rambam Medical Center. As part
of the incubators program, we received funding of NIS 2.5M.

Haifa
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InnoSphere

F
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rs

Adv. Rami Shacour

Eng. Yousef Badran

Eng. Ehab Shakour

Eng. Gabriel Shakour

Elevator Pitch

Elevator Pitch

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain/ 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

InnoSphere is developing an innovative wearable medical device for treating
ADHD, offering hope for long-term improvement in the quality of life of
patients, with no side effects.

A noninvasive electrical brain stimulation device for stimulating specific brain
regions with high accuracy. The stimulation device is comprised of an array of
dry electrodes that are placed on the user's head and allows to activate selected
electrodes and stimulation patterns as required. Our unique technology, which
enables individual control of each electrode, allows automatic adjustment of
electrode characteristics per each user (patent pending) and facilitates
tolerance to misplacement of the device by non-experts.
The device provides home treatment, with protocols that are personalized to
the type and severity of symptoms experienced by each patient. Each treatment
sessions takes less than 30 minutes and is repeated 3 times a week.

We have patented several inventions to protect our key technological
advantages.

We are planning a funding round of $7M

Website www.innosphere.xyz

Email ehab@innosphere.xyz
Office +972- 77-3405001
Mobile +972-54-7401667

Currently, pharmaceutical drugs, such as Adderall and Ritalin, are the only
effective solution available for treating ADHD. These drugs are associated with
adverse side-effects such as depression, headaches, sleep difficulty and even
increased blood pressure. Additionally, the drugs attempt to provide a generic
treatment for all ADHD conditions, and do not consider the severity of the
different symptoms in each patient.
In the US alone, approximately 6.4 Million children suffer from ADHD.
Treatment of this disorder is associated with a huge economic burden of more
than $38 Billion annually. The amount spent on ADHD medications yearly is
$13.5 Billion, and it’s expected to grow.

We rely on cutting-edge neuroscience research which proves that ADHD
symptoms can be alleviated and reduced by using brain stimulation to enhance
neural activity. Our solution provides:
• Highly accurate stimulation of multiple selected brain regions simultaneously
• Effective treatment of all ADHD symptoms with no side effects
• Innovative, convenient and hassle free dry electrodes
• An easy to use stimulation device, for home use by non-experts

$1.5M

Haifa
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Nurami Medical

Founders

Nora Nseir Manassa, Biomedical Engineer (MSc)

Dr. Amir Bahar

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market:

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Nurami Medical is a medical device company with a revolutionary proprietary
nanofiber and sealant technology for the soft tissue repair market worth over
$10 billion globally. With its capability of producing highly flexible and durable
patches that seal undesired leakages and enhance tissue regeneration, Nurami
is positioned at the forefront of next-generation surgery. Nurami’s first soft
tissue repair product is a dural substitute patch for neurosurgery.

Nurami has designed a unique biodegradable patch that combines a porous
fiber design with a smart sealant already embedded in the patch.

PCT applied in US, EU, China and Canada. Second provisional submitted in Feb
2017. FDA: Class II medical device with a 510(k) regulatory path, and Class III in
EU.

$2.5M

Website www.nurami-medical.com

Email nora@nurami-medical.com
Office +972- 4-6098601
Mobile +972- 52-3220688

The currently used collagen dural substitutes are mechanically weak, seal poorly
and have high cost ($800/patch in US).
Nurami addresses the Dural repair market with ~800K units sold annually, and
estimated $900 million sales in 2016 (with 15% growth/year in the Chinese
market).

No post-operative leakage

Already raised $2M, currently in round A

NazarethNurami
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Imagry

Founders

Adham Ghazali Majed Jubeh

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Imagry is an artificial/visual intelligence company developing an image
recognition engine and a multi-object video detector that can identify items in
real time. Employing advance machine learning techniques, Imagry has scaled
up image recognition while keeping the need for computational resources very
low.

A visual recognition engine that can be embedded in any device. Imagry
combines Cognitive Psychology with state-of-the-art technology in Deep
Learning and has invented techniques to scale visual recognition while at the
same time keeping the computational footprint very low.

Industry/applications specific; meeting safety and performance requirements
for ADAS 

$5M

Website www.imagry.co

Email adham@imagry.co
Office N/A
Mobile +972-54-2005870

Imagry is solving embedded visual intelligence, which is understanding images
from mobile and embedded devices.
Smart cameras, particularity vision enabled, are crucial enabling elements of
today’s autonomous machines, and mobile computer vision applications can
only be possible at the edge device, running right behind the cameras recording
the input. Due to the emergence of very powerful, low-cost, and energyefficient
processors, it has become possible to incorporate practical computer
vision capabilities into embedded systems, mobile devices, PCs, and the cloud.
Over the next few years, there will be a rapid proliferation of embedded vision
technology into many kinds of systems.

Ability to run large scale computer vision from mobile devices

Seed

Haifa
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Healthymize

Founders
Dr. Shady Hassan Daniel Aronovich

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Healthymize allows early diagnosis and treatment of COPD exacerbations and
thus reduces the number of emergency department visits and hospitalizations.
Healthymize is utilizing cutting edge signal processing, machine learning and
artificial intelligence algorithms for a personalized speech monitoring of COPD
patients through a running in the background mobile app that analyzes the
patients' voice during regular voice calls without interfering with their daily
routines.

Healthymize platform provides disease monitoring through a running in the
background mobile app that listens to regular voice calls made by patients,
analyzes the speech, and can diagnose and alert about COPD exacerbations
effectively and in a timely manner, allowing early diagnosis and treatment of
COPD exacerbations.

The Healthymize technology is protected by patents. Medical regulation is
needed but the technology is considered a low risk device.

Seed round

Website www.healthymize.com

Email shady@healthymize.com
Office N/A
Mobile +972-50-7463998

COPD is a very common chronic respiratory disease, predicted by the World
Health Organization to become the third leading cause of death. Over 5% of the
world population is diagnosed as COPD patients. COPD exacerbations are COPD
worsening episodes characterized by shortness of breath, cough, and sputum
production. Delayed diagnosis and treatment of these symptoms often results in
severe exacerbations requiring hospitalization.
The burden of COPD on patients, their families, healthcare systems and society
continues to grow worldwide. Total medical costs attributable to COPD were
estimated to be $72.7 billion in 2010. These costs continue to rise, with an
estimated 53% increase forecasted by 2020.
According to WHO estimates, 65 million people have moderate to severe COPD.
By monitoring those patients, Healthymize total addressable market (TAM) is
$7.8B annually.

Healthymize offers a hardware-free and running in the background solution.

Pre-seed funding from Dr. Rafi Gidron who joined Healthymize as an active
Chairman and received funding from the Israel Innovation Authority

Haifa
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NIMD

Founders
Anan Copty, PhDButros Hallac, PhD

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

NIMD is a non-invasive medical device using nano-particles and microwave to
treat cancer in a substantially short time - after only one session of treatment.

The high selectivity and accuracy using low power energy treatment (less than
10 Watts) makes NIMD unique in its product.
The technology includes seeding nano-particles into the tumor prior to
treatment. Then the nano-particles are heated using very low power of
microwave. Heat can raise the temperature to above 55C causing cell death
within few minutes. One session is sufficient to destroy the cancer tumor.
Healthy cells are not infected due to the fact that they cannot host the nanoparticles.

NIMD has submitted a PCT and is preparing two US patents to be submitted
soon.

$4M

Website www.NIMD-ltd.com

Email butros.hallac@nimd-ltd.com
Office +972-2-6280000
Mobile +972-54-3339903

NIMD is bringing a solution for cancer with first indication on breast cancer. The
technology is considered a platform for treating any solid cancer tumor
including Glioblastoma, Skin Melanoma, Tongue, Head & Neck, and Axilla.
The potential market is the medical device for radiation cancer treatment and
surgery. The market size is $2B

NIMD is using FDA approved nano-particles that have been used for other
purposes on humans. This will shorten the FDA approval of the device and
technique. Our unique technique allows NIMD to be several times more
accurate and selective compared to other companies in the market

Seed investment $700K

Jerusalem
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Optima

Founders
Jamil R. Mazzawi

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Each Autonomous-Vehicle is becoming a supper-computer-on-wheels with
hundreds of electronic-chips and sensors working together to drive the vehicle,
however, it is extremely difficult for semiconductor-chips to meet the
requirements of the highest level of the ISO-26262 standard (ASIL-D), hence
automotive companies are forced to duplicate expensive systems 2 and 3 times
to achieve safety and reliability by system-level-redundancy.
Optima technology allows chip designers to achieve ASIL-D with low costs, and
remove the need for expensive system-level-redundancy. We allow reduction of
up to 66% of the cost, weight and power consumption of the autonomousdriving
system. That’s tens of thousands of dollars in reduction of vehicle
production costs (in early models and a few thousands in mass production).

Optima has developed special fault-simulation technology, that expedites the
fault-simulation process, up to 100,000 times faster than competing solutions.
This means a computational process that is 300 CPU-years long can be reduced
to a single day!
This allows the chip designer, for the first time, to perform full, thorough and
exhaustive analysis of their chips to achieve and even beat ASIL-D requirements.

We have 5 patent applications to protect our algorithms, with one patent
already granted.

TBD

Website www.optima-da.com

Email jamil@optima-da.com
Office +972-4-6194600
Mobile +972-54-5810222

Today, it is hard to design chips to meet ASIL-D requirements (the highest level
of safety in the ISO-26262 standard) because it involves a process called 
“faultsimulations” (testing that each of the millions or billions of transistors inside 
the chip are resilient to faults). 
This is a hard computational process, performed during design phase.
The Automotive Safety market is estimated at $2B/year. While Optima is
focused on automotive today, our market includes all safety-critical applications
(robots, drones, medical-devices, IoT, etc…). We estimate the safety market for
Automotive and other safety-critical application reach $3B/year by 2020.

Unique patented technology that enables us to perform ultra-fast fault simulations
without the need for special computers or special hardware. We do
this purely in software, based on our special algorithms.

Seed: Israel Innovation Authority, self-funding and private investors

Nazareth
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Teramount

Founders

Hesham Taha, PhD Avi Israel

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Teramount has developed a technology for connecting optics to chip for
addressing 100G/400G data center optical connectivity. Teramount is engaged
with main market players and is moving now to Productization. Teramount
holds the promise to become the industry standard for connecting light to every
chip.

Teramount PhotonicPlug technology incorporates a novel optical setup which
allows efficient light coupling with customers’ silicon-photonic chips. The
PhotonicPlug device enables the use of standard CMOS packaging flow and
infrastructure which supports high-volume production 

Two Patents are in final reviewing stage. Multiple patents are under
preparation. Deep know how has been obtained in the last two years

Round A for moving to productization

Website www.teramount.com

Email hesham.taha@teramount.com
Office +972-2-6249712
Mobile +972-54-6998599

Lack of scalable optical connectivity for addressing the huge and immediate data
center demands
The current supply does not meet the data center high volume demand for
100G and 400G connectivity. Beyond the data centers millions of units demand
today , Teramount addresses other datacom applications in where the
PhotonicPlug can connect every chip with light.

Teramount solution improves production volume by 100’s compared to other
solutions. Teramount solution uses standard manufacturing lines compared to
“home-made” and low-volume existing solutions

Seed: leading private investors, Israel Innovation Authority

Jerusalem
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GBooking 

Founders
Fadi Karkaby

Alexander Naslednikov

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

GBooking is the appointment scheduling and revenues optimization system for
SMBs and their customers. Gbooking reduces of ‘no shows’, simplifies the work
of administrator and optimizes the prices and staff according to demand thanks
to our secret weapon – the optimization algorithm.

Gbooking allows end-customers to book any service provider in a real time. The
booking widget could be placed at any web-site where the customers could be
visiting, increasing the conversion of leads into paying customers.
For SMBs, Gbooking provides the powerful yet simple Backoffice to manage the
business online. It helps reduces the number of ‘no shows’, simplifies the work
of administrator and optimizes the prices and staff according to demand thanks
to the optimization algorithms

N/A

$1.5M in Series A in Q4 2017, $500K as a bridge loan now ($350K already
committed).

Website www.gbooking.biz

Email xalex@gbooking.ru  |  fadi@gbooking.ru
Office +97252446535
Mobile +972-50-3333985

There's no perfect match between customers and SMB service providers. To set
an appointment with a service provider, the customer has to compare among
dozens of businesses on different websites, and call the service providers to
check for availability. On the other hand, SMBs struggle on how to be found by
their customers and to efficiently use their - often wasted - resources.
To emphasize the pain, more than 20% of internet search requests are local, and
more than 50% among them are searches for services.

Gbooking optimization algorithm creates discounts during weak hours to
maximize revenues and allows SMBs to publish those discounts on all our
partners’ sites. In contrast to price optimization systems for flights and hotels, in
our industry the price demand function is not known in advance, so the
methods of linear programming and the so-called "Solvers" are not applicable
here. This approach was highly appreciated by Yoelle Maareck, the head of
Yahoo Research and Grigory Bakunov, deputy CTO of Yandex.
Also, the last version of our system is the “Uber for SMBs” and it was developed
together with industry leaders (“Lena Lenina” – the biggest beauty hain in EU),
and launched in Moscow, embedding all the essential expertise of it. 

$1.6M from Yandex, Altair.VC (by Igor Ryabenkiy), Vestor.In (by Pavel
Cherkasin), Bright Capital, The Untitled, Lena Lenina (the biggest beauty chain in
EU).

Haifa
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Lofic

Founders

Tarek Issa Bilal Issa

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Lofic aims to reshape the way user-generated-music is created by offering a
collaborative focused, high-quality, audio production platform, on any mobile
device. We leverage the deep engagement of our users to offer brands and
musicians an audience-engagement platform, as an interaction tool with their
customers and fans.

Lofic is offering a B2B unique tool for musicians to engage with their fan-base
and promote their music, and an Audience Engagement service to brands with
music assets (Digital Festivals worldwide).
In terms of technology, music recording was generally done in studios, or home
studios, using a variety of Digital Audio Workstations (DAW). Recent
developments enabled true music recording on-the-go using consumer and
mobile devices, and are more than good enough for even professional use. Lofic
position itself to lead the on-the-go music creation field and audio User
Generated Content in general.

N/A

$1.5M

Website  www.Lofic.net

Email tarekissa@lofic.net
Office N/A
Mobile +972-54-5828339

It’s not a secret that musicians find it very difficult to promote their music and
interact with their fan-base, for the vast majority of musicians, the main income
out of music is mainly generated in live performances.
On the other hand, Smartphones are great tools to capture visualized content,
but when it comes to audio, they’re still lacking! Lofic aims to reshape the way
user generated audio is created, by enabling HQ audio production on-the-go for
every mobile device.
The main market is the Audience Engagement market estimated at $25B while
Digital Recording market is estimated at $1B. This market is expected to grow
once mobile devices will reach maturity as viable recording devices. Today,
there are 1.5 billion people around the globe who can sing or play music, the
vast majority of them are under the age of 35. Our focus is on the US and UK,
which constitutes 47% of the music market in general.

Lofic is the only solution in this field that is offering a B2B Audience Engagement
platform based on music assets, on top of this, the ability to produce HQ sound
out of every mobile device.

$80K pre-seed F&F round; $470K from Israel Innovation Authority and $165K
matching investment

Haifa
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Mobi (Mobility Insight) 

Founders

Saleem Nimre Dov Ganor
Kossay Omary Israel Feldman
Rabeeh Khoury

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Mobi manages the transition of cities toward sustainable urban mobility and
autonomous driving world by accurate data and valuable analytics tools for
Urban Mobility Management

Mobi offers a packed product with cost/accuracy levels best fitted for city scale
traffic management

N/A 

$3M

Website www.mobilityinsight.net

Email saleem.nimre@mobilityinsight.net
Office +972- 4-6891247
Mobile +972- 50-7544698

Lack of accurate data and valuable analytics tools for urban mobility
management.
The Urban Mobility Management market is multi-billion USD market (bottom
up: Israel $5M annually ~ $3.5B annually

Our unique solution is easy to deploy and supports all players - decision makers,
users and road management authorities, efficiently, anywhere, anytime

Seed: $250K

Nazareth
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CyberThings

Founders

Rami Younes Yoav Rozenthal
Noam Levi Rami Khawaly

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

CyberThings's IoT intelligent platform provides the leading software platform for
highly secured communication, dynamic network management and SDK for
integrating CyberThings platform into your product

CyberThings platform and cloud services handles network and security issues,
enabling organizations to develop highly secured and reliable systems, focusing
on their own business logic.

IoT security and privacy - patent pending

$1M to boost marketing and sales efforts, and $2M to increase Cyberthings’
product scalability.

Website  www.cyber-things.org

Email rami@cyber-things.org
Office +972- 4-6282082
Mobile +972- 52-6208082

Encrypting your data in IoT networks is important, but not enough. Data in IoT
networks is reachable by too many unwanted parties, data that usually contains
personal details about the behavior of the system, or habits and life style of the
people that use the system.
CyberThings is focusing its marketing efforts on companies which are developing
smart products in the field of IoT.

1. Secured: integrated advanced security protocol
2. Unlimited: extendable software based API for monitoring your system
3. Well managed: advanced network managing (include low power devices).

Seed: NIS 2M from Israel Innovation Authority

Haifa
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EduNation

Founders
Firas Jabbour Mahmud Gabareen

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Edunation is a new age of learning environment for international schools that
facilitates a multi-lingual, multi-cultural and mutli-faceted environment for
continues learning. We help our student enjoy teachable moments and facilitate
creating educational opportunities by our educators.

Edunation addresses the requirements of international schools operating in the
MENA region by providing them all the tools and components needed to 
achieve international educational standards, while supporting the structure,
environment and language requirements of the Arabic speaking. Moreover,
Edunation is the only learning management environment that bridges the gap
between international education standards and the requirements of ministries
of education operating in the MENA region.

N/A

$3.5M in Round A.

Website  www.edu-nation.net

Email firasj@edu-nation.net
Office +972-2-3003900
Mobile +972-52-5554549

International schools operating in the MENA region struggle to bridge the gap
between the international education standards they offer and the regulatory
requirement of ministries of Education. Additionally, these schools require a
measure of support for the Arabic language that is usually not provided at all in
other platforms

Edunation is the only bi-lingual and multi-faceted platform that can address
international education requirements without compromising on other areas in
the value chain for international schools. With end to end control over the
entire learning process, Edunation provides international schools with all they
need to do what they do best: create differentiated educational value.

Seed: $350K

Nazareth
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OlfaGuard 

Founders
Pierre Salameh

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Every year 3000 people die in the US alone from food poisoning and 128000 are
hospitalized costing the taxpayer 4 billion $ and that's just from Salmonella and
E.coli. OlfaGuard presents an affordable and fast bio-nanotechnology based
solution, the first of its kind, to sniff and identify pathogens on food in real time

OlfaGuard is developing an E-Nose for detecting pathogens on site and in a fast
way. Our technology is licensed by the Technion and is based on professor
Hossam Haick's E-Nose for detecting cancer.
Our bio-nanotechnology solution doesn't require a lab nor professional personal
and it'll provide accurate and fast results in an affordable price.

We have four registered patents under our technology license from the
Technion. We have an IP and a know how specific for professor Haick's lab.

$500K from Israel Innovation Authority

Website www.olfaguard.com

Email pierre@olfagurad.com
Office +972-3-9055868
Mobile N/A

There is no affordable and fast way for detecting pathogens today in the food
industry.
Outbreaks of pathogens in the food industry are a threat not only to the public
safety but a huge problem for companies who suffer economically from it. The
food industry needs to send samples periodically for labs for the detection of
pathogens - these tests are either moderate priced but time consuming: 72-96
hours or rapid 6-9 hours but very expensive, the food industry usually chooses
the moderate priced tests. But due to that and other constraints many times the
products under inspection are out on the market before the results are
available.
Target market of the product is the food safety testing market. From this
market, the food industry constitutes 38% for pathogen detection.

Our competitors provide either moderate priced but time consuming tests or
Fast but very expensive tests, both these ends need a professional personal and
a lab to conduct these tests. OlfaGuard is providing a much more affordable,
portable and fast solution without the need for complicated lab protocols, nor
professional personal to execute these tests. 

$400K from Takwin Labs.

Haifa
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Wikaya

Founders
Dr. Mahmoud Kaiyal Nada Shalabi
Oren Gavreily

Elevator Pitch

Solution

IP

Seeking to raise 

Customer Pain / 
Market

Competitive Advantage 

Funding

Contacts Details

Wikaya is an artificial intelligence platform that will help you improve your
preventative efforts. We do that by providing a Prevention Score to give you a
clear indication to your prevention efforts.

AI analysis and implementation of high compliance patterns, Prevention Score.

Our Prevention Score is patentable and will apply for FDA approval

$500K

Website www.wikayamed.com

Email mahmoud@wikayamed.com
Office N/A
Mobile +972-50-3144018

High morbidity of chronic diseases. 80% of the healthcare expenditure goes for
treatment of chronic diseases. We address a market of Governmental health
authorities, HMOs and insurance companies.

Our Prevention Score and the methodology of calculation.

Seed: NIS 2M from Israel Innovation Authority

Nazareth
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Myndlift

SkillInn

Tracxpoint

Founders

Founders

Founders
Aziz W. Kaddan

Aiman Amer

Prof. Moshe (Mo) I. Meidar Gidon Moshkovitz

Anas Abu Mukh

Ariel Gur-Arieh

Edi (Iyad) Bahous

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Myndlift provides a drug-free ADHD therapy using a special headband that
can record brain-wave activity and translate it into a mobile game. This
interactive and easily accessible solution teaches users to regulate their
brain activity via neurofeedback, leading to a higher attention level.

SkillInn is a data science platform that utilizes and leverages available but 
currently unused data from the HR lifecycle such as interview summaries, tests, 
employees’ evaluation, etc. to profile, score, and rank talents according to their 
skill level thereby providing an immediate assessment of a talent’s skills and 
knowledge level. This assessment drives a superior recruitment process and 
results with the best matching of talent to open position.

Tracxpoint is an early stage global and rapidly expanding company specializing 
in transferring the online shopping experience back to the store using sensor 
fusion, artificial intelligence, on-cart credit cart and mobile secured payment, 
resulting in higher profits for the Supermarket and Retail Industry.

Website

Website

Website

www.myndlift.com

 www.skillinn.com

 www.tracxpoint.com

Email

Email

Email

 aziz@myndlift.com

aiman@skillinn.com

info@tracxpoint.com

Office

Office

Office

+972-50-4777380

N/A

+972-4-6198989

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-50-5586392

+972-54-7769022

+972-54-5916920

Tel Aviv

Herzliya

Haifa
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LookIt

Datumate

SensoMedical

Founders

Founders

Founders

Aous Mansour

Jad Jarroush, PhD

Maroun Farah

Shadi Daas

Bishara Khell

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

SensoMedical provides solutions for every stage of the product development lifecycle. 
We save time and money for early stage entrepreneurs by helping design and validate 
innovative technologies and products. We serve clinical and scientific research 
organizations by extending their facilities and resources, and enable them to benefit 
from accelerated product development and support

Website

Website

Website

www.lookit-app.com

www.datumate.com

www.sensomedical.com

Email

Email

Email

aous@lookit-app.com

jadj@datumate.com

m.farah@sensomedical.com

Office

Office

Office

+972-54-3301408

+972-73-7057070

+972-4-6800668

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-52-3856568

+972-52-2572701

+972-54-6620033

Tira

Nazareth

Nazareth

LookIt is a personalized recommendation system running on a web and mobile, 
which lists the businesses sorted by unique recommendation algorithm based on 
circles of trust, groups of people you can trust and people you familiar with, We aim to 
eliminate fake and automated reviews and enable our users to get a reliable checkable 
recommendation catering to their needs, without spending efforts conducting research, 
comparisons and checking reviews (authentic and fake).

Datumate is transforming civil engineering processes used in Construction, Surveying 
and Infrastructure Inspection markets with fully automated, highly precise and cost 
effective image processing solutions that keep field crews safe.
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Agrobics

EcoWaste (CyberGreen) 

MDH Technologies

Founders

Founders

Founders

Prof. Isam Sabbah

Thabit Takrouri

Gilad Horn

Mustafa Takrour

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

MDH Technologies presents the first residential sensor and software platform that 
sends early alerts to cell phones before an earthquake hits.
MDH’s consumer-driven solution deploys the latest IoT technologies, allowing its 
platform to connect to numerous mobile devices.

Website

Website

Website

www.agrobics.com

: www.cybgreen.com

www.mdhtec.com

Email

Email

Email

isabbah@agrobics.com

thabit@takrouri-ltd.com

amir@mdhtec.com

Office

Office

Office

+972-54-4758759

+972-9-8781508

N/A

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-54-4986568

+972-54-3103255

+972-52-4436831

Shefar'am

Qalanswa

Haifa

Agrobics is transforming conventional wastewater treatment. With energy efficient 
solutions and advanced biogas generation coupled with blazing speed and industry 
leading process stability, Agrobics has developed an advanced anaerobic technology 
(AAT) - a “bio-stabilized”, polymer-based matrix impregnated with unique anaerobic 
microorganisms, for treating heterogeneous wastewater.

EcoWaste (CyberGreen) is a Smart Waste Management Solution, powered by patented 
Israeli innovation in IOT technology, which gives a complete control over every aspect 
of the waste disposal process. By using Smart, innovative “Tag” loaded with an array 
of low maintenance sensors – the management system is capable of identifying and 
tracking every waste container’s whereabouts and status.

Habib Naser Amir Dinur

Benny Sasson
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SolidRun

Reveal Design Automation

Mindolife

Founders

Founders

Founders

Kossay Omary

Zaher Andraus

Rabeeh Khoury

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

MindoLife is a leading company in the world of IoT, providing IoT solutions for home 
and enterprise companies.
MindoLife offers a simple and secured smart home system that can turn every home 
to a smart home in a minimal effort.

Website

Website

Website

www.solid-run.com

www.reveal-da.com

www.mindolife.com

Email

Email

Email

kossay@solid-run.com

zaher.andraus@reveal-da.com

ramix@mindolife.com

Office

Office

Office

N/A

+972-3-3746134

+972 4-6282082

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-54-7647885

+1(734)2728231

+972-52-3492271

Yokne’am Illit

Nazareth

Haifa

SolidRun is a global leading developer and manufacturer of powerful energy efficient 
System on Modules (SoMs), Single Board Computers (SBCs) and Industrial PCs. 
SolidRun’s innovative compact embedded solutions are based on ARM and x86 
architecture and include comprehensive software packages, drivers and support for 
major operating systems

Reveal DA is developing cutting-edge products and technologies for scalable and 
comprehensive verification of hardware and software systems. 
Our products empower you to take on complex system implementations and iterate 
faster while having the full confidence of Formal Verification

Rami Khawaly Rami Younes

Yoav Rosenthal Noam Lev
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Idrisi

SimpleBackendSimple
Backend

CircleOut

Founders

Founders
IDRISI

Founders

Loai AbdAllah, PhD

Michel Abboud

Ahmad Farhan

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

CircleOut is a platform and mobile app efficiently enabling real-time decentralized 
civic engagement and participatory local governance aiming to realize healthier local 
communities whose needs are efficiently addressed. For local community members, 
CircleOut enables them to engage with local authorities, report and track their municipal 
community issues, while for local authorities, CircleOut is effectively enabling them to 
become more responsive, efficient and accountable through actionable transparency

Website

Website

Website

N/A

www. simplebackend.com

www.circleout.co

Email

Email

Email

loai1984@gmail.com

michel@simplebackend.com

gkhadder@gmail.com

Office

Office

Office

N/A

N/A

+970-59-7995634

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-50 5714178

972-54-4992592

+972-52-4750939

Kafr Yasif

Haifa

Jerusalem

Idrisi - smart and precise indoor positioning and location based solutions using deep 
machine learning algorithms to generate precise positioning.

SimpleBackend is a platform that enables anyone to develop APIs for cloud based 
Mobile & IoT applications and devices, using codeless out of the box solutions for 
performance, scalability, security and availability. 
Allowingfaster time to development and thus to market, without the hassle and 
expenses of expert backend development.

George Khadder
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eTools

Beam Riders (Beams)

NanoFine Technologies

Founders

Founders

Founders

Shadi Halloun

Jafar Sabbah

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

NanoFine is revolutionizing gold-plating technologies for the jewelry industry.
We are replacing toxic and expensive gold-plating technologies with green and 
much cheaper one. Our innovative solutions is patentprotected.

Website

Website

Website

www.etools.io

www.beamsapp.com

www.nanofine-technologies.com

Email

Email

Email

shadi@etools.io

jafar@beam-riders.com

basila@nanofine-technologies.com

Office

Office

Office

+34603161824

+972-4-6106613

N/A

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-58-5998888

+972-54-6914000

+972-54-4522074

Haifa

Nazareth

Haifa

eTools is a powerful toolkit designed to enhance B2B communication by providing its 
users with all the available and valid contact information of businesses and the people 
who work in them. eTools is easy to use directly or integrate in your workflows using its 
UI, browser extensions, and developer-friendly APIs.

Beams is the world's first dedicated cross-platform app designed by Beam Riders to 
help users boost their innovation and creative thinking skills through fun games and 
quizzes based on neuro-cognitive and EEG research

Basila Kattouf
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Activinet

Obscure Games

Cooknet

Founders

Founders

Founders

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Contacts Details

Arab-oriented online ordering and delivery platform for home-made food in the MENA 
region

Website

Website

Website

www.activinet.com

bit.ly/2rsc7I7

www.cooknet.me

Email

Email

Email

info@activinet.com

ayman@obscuresquad.com

osama@cooknet.me

Office

Office

Office

N/A

N/A

+972-4-6430451

Mobile

Mobile

Mobile

+972-54-9100081

+972-54-5951896

+972-50-7538528

Ramat Gan

Haifa

Nazareth

Activinet develops an innovative loyalty management platform, harnessing the latest 
Big Data and in-store navigation technologies, combined with most updated behavioral 
economics insights and gamification mechanism, to allow direct communication 
with each and every customer in real-time, to provide a personal, superior shopping 
experience, and to build long lasting brand loyalty and engagement Our solution 
enables retailers to offer a differentiated service to shoppers, creating a personalized 
experience for each and every shopper, and automatically tailoring every interaction to 
deliver attractive, customized offers when it is most relevant.

Middle Eastern gamers are starving for great content tailor-made for them. Most of the 
games released for that market are global games, made by teams with no idea about 
the unique culture of the landscape. 
Obscure Games is designing games made specifically from scratch for the middle 
eastern market

Osama Shadafni Ibraheem Jabareen

Tareq Yaghmour

Ayman Horani

Shalom Nachshon

Majd Abdulqader

Hanan Bareket

Suhail Habib

Danny Levy

Muhammad Bushnaq

OBSCURE 
GAMES
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Web and Mobile Solutions

SanaPix -  Web and Media Services

 Advanced IT Services

Web and Mobile Solutions

Software tools for Baan and Infor ERP LN

Playtoon -  Mobile Games Development

BeerSheva’

Umm AlFahem

Nazareth

Nazareth

Nazareth

Jerusalem

www.sadel.tech

www.sanapix.com

www.informatika.co.il

www.nadsoft.net

www.nazdaq-it.com

www.playtoon.com

Ibrahim Sana’  | ibrahim@topxite.com

Khalil Shawahna  |  khalil@sanapix.com

Bassam Shahtout   | bassam@informatika.co.il

Ibrahiem Jabareen | info@nadsoft.net

Najed Azzam  | najed@nazdaq-it.com

Ahmad Younis  | ahmayou@gmail.com

+972-8-6759660

+972-4-6113337

+972-4-6565148

1700-700-700

+972-4-608-0023

+972-54-6523406

Informatika
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In partnership with:


